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ABOUT US

Let us introduce ourselves. We are the Czech producer of the Finnish saunas and
infrared cabins for private and public sector. Our team has long-time experience
with designs, manufacturing and eventual guarantee or post-guarantee service.
All products are turnkey supplied, including a measurement without charge on
site of assembly. We offer the standardized version (cabins) as well as the built-in
saunas and atypical ones made to measure with 100% space utilization.
In our offer, you can find the Finnish saunas, steam saunas, herbal saunas,
aroma saunas, infrared cabins and combined saunas with infrared heaters.
We provide a guarantee for cladding of sauna according to the type of used
material up to 10 years.
Do you want to know more? See this offer, contact us.
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ABOUT
THE SAUNAS

Accept the using sauna as part of your lifestyle. Use this centuries old way of
relaxation, mental and physical therapy, amplification of joy of life. Delve
your body in a hot air suffused with the smell of wood, scented by herbal or
aromatic essences. After cooling, take a rest among your friends with your
favorite drink. Repeat this cure several times just according to your feeling
and then enjoy a nice evening. Your mind will brighten, the pores will clean,
you will be surrounded by peace and tranquility.

We offer a wide range of sauna design from the basic
ECONOMY type, the middle NATIVE type, the luxury
GRAND type, the timeless MODUS and MODERN types
and the exclusive FUTURE type. All these types are
available as sauna cabins and built-in saunas, which will
be adapted to a given space for 100 %.
In most of our manufactured saunas, the heater can be installed there with a
steam vaporizer for steal and herbal sauna including automatic water filling,
relaxing ceiling and linear lights, speakers, salt crystals and many other
accessories that will bring our products to perfection.
For integration of your sauna into modern interiors, we can make it with all
glass sides which can have wooden or aluminum frame and therefore your
sauna will be so unique.
Choose from the extensive range of our products and ask for the price offer
according to your requirements.
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THE MODERN
TYPE SAUNAS

The luxury atypical MODERN type saunas are manufactured and supplied to measure
according to the customer's requirement in dimensions from 2000 x 1850 mm and
height of 2100 mm.
An absolutely unique inner cladding is made from solid CEDAR cassettes and an
exclusive ceiling is fitted with blocks of solid CEDAR. This interior and ceiling give
together a real hallmark of originality to this exceptional designed sauna.
An equipment of the interior also confirms the uniqueness of this jewel. The MODERN
type saunas are equipped with the linear RGB LED backlights of backrests and of the
bench edge with separate control system. There is a really top EOS heater type
MYTHOS S LINE with power from 7.5 to 15 kW with designed lava stones in the shape of
blocks, which is controlled by the most modern EOS controller type EMOTOUCH II+
with a touch screen.

THIS MODERN TYPE PRESENTS A LUXURY SAUNA FOR REAL
DEMANDING CLIENTS WHO REQUIRE AN UNIQUENESS IN
EVERY DETAIL.
The price from 11.000,- EUR without VAT.
Ask for the price offer according to your requirements.
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THE MODUS
TYPE SAUNAS

The luxury MODUS type saunas are manufactured and supplied to measure according
to the customer's requirement in dimensions from 2000 x 1600 mm and height of 2100
mm. They are equipped with the unique and timeless interior as well as with the linear
LED backlights of backrests, the top HERKULES heater with power from 7.5 to 30 kW,
which is controlled by the most modern EOS controller type EMOTOUCH II+ with a
touch screen, an exclusive ceiling LED and HIFI system and other extra elements.

THIS MODUS TYPE PRESENTS A LUXURY, TIMELESS AND EXTRA
EQUIPPED TOP CLASS, MANUFACTURED IN A HIGH QUALITY.
The price from 7.500,- EUR without VAT in a solid ABACHI version.
Ask for the price offer according to your requirements.
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GRAND TYPE SAUNAS
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THE GRAND
TYPE SAUNAS

The GRAND type saunas are manufactured and supplied to measure according to the
customer's requirement in dimensions from 1850 x 1600 mm and height of 2100 mm.
According to their size they are equipped with the premium line EOS heater with
power from 6 to 30 kW, which is controlled by the completely new controller type
EMOTEC D with a color LCD display, and with two to five benches. In addition to a
richer accessories and an interior made from solid ABACHI and CEDAR, these saunas
are equipped in standard with a color LED EMOLUX lights.

THIS GRAND TYPE PRESENTS A HIGHER CLASS, MANUFACTURED
IN A HIGH QUALITY.
The price from 3.800,- EUR without VAT in a Scandinavian spruce version.
Ask for the price offer according to your requirements.
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THE NATIVE
TYPE SAUNAS

The NATIVE type saunas are manufactured and supplied according to the customer's
requirement in dimensions from 1340 x 1340 mm and height of 2100 mm. According to
their size they are equipped with the EOS heater with power from 3 to 30 kW, which is
controlled by the new digital EOS controller type ECON D3. The interior contains the
benches with a small solid edge, the anatomical backrests and inter-benches panels
with decorative CEDR elements, the bolsters, the floor ABACHI grate and the
thermometer. The door is all glass or wooden according to the customer's requirement.

THIS NATIVE TYPE PRESENTS A MIDDLE CLASS SAUNA,
MANUFACTURED IN A HIGH QUALITY.
The price from 2.200,- EUR without VAT in a Scandinavian spruce version.
Ask for the price offer according to your requirements.
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THE ECONOMY
TYPE SAUNAS

The ECONOMY type saunas are manufactured and supplied according to the
customer's requirement in dimensions from 1340 x 1340 mm and height of 2100 mm.
According to their size the Economy type saunas are equipped with the SAWOTEC
heater with power from 3.6 to 9 kW, which is newly controlled by the digital EOS
controller type ECON D1. The interior contains the simple backrests, the standard
benches and the floor ABACHI grate. The door is all clear glass or bronze.

THIS ECONOMY TYPE PRESENTS A SIMPLY EQUIPPED SAUNA,
MANUFACTURED IN A HIGH QUALITY.
The price from 1.700,- EUR without VAT.
Ask for the price offer according to your requirements.
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THE MINI
TYPE SAUNAS

THE SAUNAS ARE MANUFACTURED AS THE FREESTANDING
CABINS AND THEY ARE DESIGNED TO SMALL FLATS
INCLUDING BLOCKS OF FLATS.
They can be normally plugged in. The construction and equipment of this sauna is
consistent with the construction of the ECONOMY type. The quality of execution is at
a high level as same as the quality of more expensive types made by the
SaunaSystem company. The MINI type cabin contains an aluminum foil and a heat
insulation. These saunas are turnkey supplied, including a complete service.
The price from 1.200,- EUR without VAT.
Ask for the price offer according to your requirements.
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THE OUTDOOR
SAUNAS

Your desire to be closer to nature, to enjoy the sauna as our ancestors did, or a
lack of interior space – there are many reasons why it can be better to have just
the outdoor sauna situated in your garden or terrace.
Cooling down in an outdoor basin or in the snow in winter – all this is a welcome
addition to using sauna which the sauna cabin can provide to you.
You can choose the equipment and the interior design according to the offered
NATIVE, GRAND, MODUS, MODERN and FUTURE types.
We supply the outdoor saunas as the outdoor sauna cabins or as the solid
timber buildings.
Ask for the price offer according to your requirements.
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ABOUT
THE INFRARED
CABINS

Move away from everyday worries and enjoy the warm balm in the infrared
rays form. Your tired body will be warmed and relaxed, the blood circulation
will gain strength and a pain will subside. Your body will get rid of toxins,
your skin will be cleaned and regenerated. You will feel younger and
more beautiful.
The infrared cabins have not dimensions as a conventional sauna sweating
rooms. They are designed for 1 to 5 seated persons, and therefore they need
a smaller space. The infrared cabins use the special infrared heaters for heat
transfer. These heaters produce the infrared rays of different wavelengths, but
the operating temperature of the air and the temperature of surrounding
walls is lower. So the perception of heat is based here on rays impinging on
your skin. Thanks to a smaller volume of space, the infrared cabins have
less electric power and the rise time to the working temperature is just
a few minutes.

The infrared cabins are most often used for warming up
your muscles before physical exercise in fitness,
for rehabilitation of the human movement system
or for relaxation.
Choose from the extensive range of our products and ask for the price offer
according to your requirements.
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THE GRAND VITAE
TYPE INFRARED
CABINS

Do you search a luxury design, an extra processing and the noblest
materials of your new infrared sauna? So just you can appreciate the beauty
of the GRAND VITAE type infrared sauna which is the flagship of our products.
The extensive glassed front and side walls and the solid strength of cedar
wood of the GRAND VITAE type infrared sauna provide a feeling of lightness,
airiness, but also reassuring safety. CEDAR is one of the most luxurious
materials, of which the infreared sauna can be manufactured. In the case of
the GRAND VITAE type infreared sauna the whole interior and exterior is
made from cedar.
The GRAND VITAE type Infrared saunas use the unique Philips VITAE infrared
heaters. They are rightly considered as the best ones by which the infrared
sauna can be equipped. The latest type of the INFRATEC PREMIUM controller
is used for controlling the whole infrared cabin. This controller allows to
control the infrared heaters power. The cabin can be manufactured in
dimensions according to the customer's requirement.
The price from 4.000,- EUR without VAT.
Ask for the price offer according to your requirements.
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THE ISV TYPE
INFRARED CABINS

The top broad-spectrum Philips VITAE infrared heaters stimulate a blood circulation,
increase a tissue expansion, improve a skin elasticity and tension, reduce a muscle
tension, a stiffness of your muscles, ligaments, tendons, etc. They also reduce a
swelling, a pain, they stop an inflammation and accelerate a healing. They have a
positive effect in the treatment of pathological inflammatory processes in the skin,
they improve a blood circulation in it and they destroy bacteria and viruses. Thanks
to the light and heat radiation they provide an effective mental relaxation.
Thanks to the VITAE type infrared heaters your infrared cabin is immediately ready
for use. It is not possible to find such infrared heaters anywhere! The cabin can be
manufactured in dimensions according to your requirements.
The price from 2.700,- EUR without VAT.
Ask for the price offer according to your requirements.
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THE ISC TYPE
INFRARED CABINS

A new product in our offer – the ISC type infrared cabins use the same design as the
ISV and ISM types.
This is a classic alternative of the infrared cabin, while maintaining the highest levels
of its processing and function.
The infrared cabins are equipped with the high-performance ceramic infrared
heaters made by the German EOS company. They have a range of infrared
spectrum from 2 to 10 µm and they are controlled by the digital Infratec Classic
controller – with setting the operating time and the required temperature.
The price from 1.700,- EUR without VAT.
Ask for the price offer according to your requirements.
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THE ISM CLASSIC
TYPE INFRARED
CABINS

A new product in our offer – the ISM type infrared cabins use the same design
as those more expensive ISV types.
This is an economical alternative of the infrared cabin, while maintaining the
highest levels of its processing and function.
The infrared cabins are equipped with the high-performance magnesium
infrared heaters made by the German EOS company. They have a range of
infrared spectrum from 2 to 10 µm and they are controlled by the digital
Infratec Classic controller with setting the operating time and the required
temperature.
The cabins can also be made in other dimensions or as completely built-in.
We offer the inner cladding made of spruce or cedar and on your request the
cabin can be manufactured from other materials.
The price from 1.600,- EUR without VAT.
Ask for the price offer according to your requirements.
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THE COMBINED
SAUNAS

On your request we can also supply a combination of the Finnish sauna or
BIO sauna with built-in VITAE infrared heaters. Such a sauna allows the
operation of up to three types of bath in one facility. Everything is controlled
by a single controller with touch screen. The infrared heaters can be installed
in the NATIVE, GRAND MODUS, MODERN and FUTURE type saunas.
The price from 3.700,- EUR without VAT.
Ask for the price offer according to your required dimensions.
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A PLEASURE FOR YOUR EYE
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a design

a solid AVALON cladding
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a design

an ATYPICAL SOLUTION of the bulit-in sauna made of Abachi
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an infrared sauna corner in wellness
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a design

KONTAKT

Františka Diviše 1275/1a
104 00 Prague 10 – Uhříněves
green line +420 800 433 433
info@saunasystem.cz
www.saunasystem.cz

This presentation represents an indicative non-binding offer.
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